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13 )

'14- (Byproduct License- )
15- No. 24-00513-32;

.

. ) I

) ASLBP No. 90-613-02-MLA 1

16- Special Nuclear Materials
17- License No. SNM-247) .)

- 18 )

19' AFFIDAVIT OF DR. SUSAN M. LANGEORST. I
20 REGARDING ADEQUACY OF SAFETY PROCEDURES, arartNISTRATIVE- |

,

D 21 COMUt9LS AND LICENSEE'S PERSOMNEL QUA5IFIQATIONS

22
. 'I,cSusan M. Langhorst, being duly-sworn,'hereby state as 1

23' follows:

24" :le I am-Manager of Reactor Health Physics at the University
i25. ofLMissouri-Columbia Research Reactor.Faciaity ("MtUtR"),-a
26| ? position 11=haveiheld since April ~16, 1987. My background and'

:27 . experience are' described'in-the Affidavit of Dr. Susan'N.- ..1
'28, Langhorst'Regarding NUREG-1140Jand:Intervenors' Dispersion-

j29' ' Concentrations! (Licensee's Exhibit 2).
iAsthe[MURR'HealthPhysicsManager,I!wasLicensee's-N30 2.

31 . major: contact person in' discussing.the-proposed TRUMP-S~
-32' [ experiments-and the progress of the project with'NRC; Region III
'33 personnel. I1was responsible for writing and coordinating the ,

';I34 ; internal reviewLof.the requests foa. amendment-of License Nos. j
n '35 SNM-247 and 24-00513-32. . These requests were forwarded by| ;
Iq36L Licensee's> Radiation! Safety: Officer ("RSO")-to NRC Region III as !

L T37 attachments-to his amendment request" letter. (See< Hearing File.)- '

3o 1 8| .Hence, based on my education,' experience, and job:
39 responsibilities, I an. qualified to discuss the contents of the l

f 4 0., e Llicense. amendments,!especially in-regard.to tho' adequacy-of
M41 safety. procedures, the. administrative controls, and the 1
K 42 ' qualifications of personnel responsible for the TRUMP-S' !

eE43) experiments in-the;AlphaiLaboratory.
*'

[ [44 - s ;3.: JIthave'reviewedithe Written Presentation.of Arguments of
.. ..

. ., - .

.

JIntervanorsiand Individual?Intervenors:("Intervenors'; Written1645 >

,Y46 L P,rese'ntation") L (Octoberf15, 1990) L including ' Exhibits 11-19 ]"' ''-
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1 thereof, and ther relevant materials, including Intervenors'
2 Renewed Reqvmc C? Stay pending Hearing (" Renewed Stay Request")
3 (October 15, WsJ.

4 4. Herein I discuss the adequacy of the safety procedures
5 established for tne TRUMP-S experiments, the Licensee's
6 administrative controls for radioactive materials, and the
7 technical qualificati;nu of Licensee's personnel who have
8 radiological safety responsibilities. In particular, I describe
9 the careful, extensive and continuing control Licensee maintains
10 over the establishment of the Alpha Laboratory and the associated
11 safety precautions, and over the development of TRUMP-S
la researchers, staff and students trained and experienced in the
13 safe handling of actinide materials.

14 Adeauncy of Safety Procedutgg

10 5. Intervenors' claim that the applications do not contain
16 the proposed procedures to protect health and minimize danger to
17 life and property. Intervenors' Written Presentation at 21.
18 Intervenors then reference S 70.22 (a) (8) implying that they refer
19 .to the application for amendment to License No. SNM-247. Id.

20 6. Regulatory Guide 10.3 ("RG 10.3"), " Guide for the
21 Preparation of Applications for Special Nuclear Material Licenses

.22 of Less Than Critical Mass Quantities" gives additional guidance
23 to licensees in preparing application for an amendment to a
24 speciel nuclear materials license. Section 4.6 of RG 10.3 is
25 entitled " Proposed Procedures to Protect Health and Minimise
26 Danger." This section' states: " Procedures should be established

-27 to ensure compliance with provisions of 10CFR19 . and. .

28 10CFR20." This does not.noan that each of the procedures must be
29 attached to the application as Intervenors imply. It meand that
30 the applicant must describe proposed procedures that will achieve
31 the intent of S 70.22 (a) (8) . (See 11 8 - 14, below).

-32- 7. The NRC recognizes that procedures need to be dynamic,
31 allowing for revisions on a timely basis by the licensee when an

' L 34 improvement to procedures is determined. NRC uses this practice
35 to eliminate the need for a license amendment every time a
'36 procedure needs to be changed. Therefore, the NRC issues a
37 license or an amendment based on the description of procedures

,-38 and not the procedures theasalves.

13 9 8. Licensee, in its application for amendment to License
140 No.-SNM-247, responded to guidance in each of the applicable
;41 subheadings under RG 10.3, Section'4.6 either by description of
42- proposed procedure or-by reference to the January 16, 1989
43 renewal of License No. SNM-247. Specifically,.these were: (a)
44 'Section 4'.6.1 " Specification of Radiation Safety
45' Responsibilities and Duties" (see page 17 of application); (b)

'46 Section 4.6.2, " Personnel Monitoring" (see page 17 of

2, .
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1. application); (c) Section 4.6.3, " Radiation Surve;' Program" (see
2- page 18 of application); (d) Section 4.6.4, " Waste Disposal" (see
3 pages 18, 19 of application); (e) Section 4.6.5, " Record
4 . Management" (see page 19 of application); (f) Section 4.6.6, !
5 " Material Control Provision" (see pages 19 & 20 of application) ; )6 (g) Section 4.6.8, " General Safety Instructions" (see pages 20 &

|7 21 of application); (h) Section 4.6.9, " Emergency and 1
8 Decontamination Procedures" (see page 21 of application); and (i) l
9 Section 4.6.10, " Procedures for Training Personnel" (see page 21 '

10 of application). No information was required under Section
11 4.6.7, " Sealed-Source Leak Checking Provisions," since the
12 amendment was for material in an unsealed form.
13 9. Most of the responses to RG 10.3, Section 4.6, in the |14 application referenced previously submitted information contained !

15 in the January 16, 1989 license renoval. This is consistent with
16 $ 70.21(a) (3) which states "Information contained in previous
17 applications, statements or reports filed with the Commission may
18 be incorporated by reference if the references are clear and
19 specific."

20 10. The Intervenors are incorrect in stating that i
21 procedures must be submitted as part of the application. |
22 Intervenors' Written Presentation at 22. All that is required to i

23 be submitted are descriptions of the procedures that will meet
24 the intent of 5 70.22 (a) (8) . This was done as described above.
25' 11. Intervenors question whether the procedures would ever

|26 .have been written if Intervenors had not intervened, and say this 1

L27 is an open question. Intervenors' Written Presentation at 21-22.
28 Again, they are incorrect. References to requirements and
29 procedures specific to use of radioactive materials in the TRUMP- i
30 S experiments were made in the amendment application (see !

31 Amendment Request, License No. SNM-247):

L -32 "The specific radiological safety requirements for the safe
| 33 handling of the uranium and plutonium in this project are

34 being established by the MURR Health Physics Group." (p. 3,
35 Individuals Responsible for the Radiation Safety Program and
36 Their Training and Experience)

37 "The experimental procedure and precision of the,

1-38 measurements will be-established before starting these |

,39 measurements." (p. 13, General Process' Procedures,'in
140 reference to Np, Pu, and Au measurements)

41 " Persons allowed access and use of radioactive materials in
42 the Alpha Laboratory will be trained on the specific
43 procedures developed for that facility." (p. 21,RItem 10. |

44 Procedures for Training Personnel) l

45 Drafting of the procedures began in March ~1990 and drafts were

3
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l' issued for comment beginning on April 11, 1990 (see 1 39, below). I
,

L2 The drafting process was well advanced by the time Intervanors
l'3- filed their intervention on May 10, 1990. The procedures were 1

4 completed on schedule when needed for initiation of the !
5 experiments involving actinide materials, i

6 12. Moreover, the necessary procedures must be written, ;

7- approved, 1/ reviewed, and in place, prior to obtaining
L 8- approval from the Isotope Use Subcommittee for authorization to

9 use the material in the TRUMP-S experiments. (see 1 39, below)
10 Compliance to this commitment to have specific procedures for the
11 TRUMP-S experiments is checked by HRC inspection, so there is no
12 open question about whether the procedures would ever be written.
13 These proposed procedures were written and approved prior to use
14 of the SNM licensed material and Licensee will be inspected for

,

compliance by NRC inspection.19
1

16 13. . The Standard Operating Procedures for TRUMP-S
17 experiments (" TAMS") include many of the procedures described in
18 the SNM-247' application, particularly under General Procedures,

E 19 Material Control Procedures, Health Physics Procedures, and
'

20 Emergency Procedures. Other procedures that meet the requirement
21 of 5 70.22(a) (8) already existed at MURh as part of the Emergency
22 Plan Implementing Procedures or are embodied in the Handbook of
23 Radiological Operations that is part of the SNM-247-license
24 (conditjon no. 16).

'25 14 . . The new TAMS and the changes uo the FEP's and Reactor
y '26 Operations SOP's meet-or exceed the procedural requirements

'

p ,27 'specifj ed in S 70.22 (a) (8) .

l 28- 15. Intervenors' criticism of TAM-62 (Intervanors' Written
: Presentation at 22)=was addressed in the Affidavit of Walter A.29-
30_ Meyer, Jr. , Regarding Emergency Planning (Oct. 30, 1990) at 18-
31 19,D15 61-65. Intervenors took one sentence out of context from
32. a procedure, which in turn is a part of a set of procedures used
33 to perform experiments with TRUMP-S materials.

34 16. Intervenors'' Exhibit 3 suggests that Licensee needs to
35 have a detailed procedure for subdivision of the actinide metal
36 inventories. The steps of physically performing this separation
37- 'are described below. The safety of this particular evolution, as,

38 'well as accountability for each piece of material, is ensured by 3

39 ' the health physics procedures, glove box operational procedures

40, -1/ Authorization to begin experiments with depleted uranium,

41 was approve i to begin with draft pressures- under - a
L42 radiation work permit ("RWP") . (see Attachment 3, June 6,
43- 1990 minutes). However, experiments utilising depleted'
44 uran'_.ua. were not begun until the procedures were
45 e?r roved,<
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1 and the material control and accounting procedures included in
2 TRUMP-S TAMS.

3 17. This evolution involves transferring the actinide
4- material (in double sealed containers in an inert atmosphere)
5 into the glove box. This is only done with glove box atmosphere
6 at less than 10 ppa of oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor, 1/
7 and no heat source on in the glove box. The entire inventory of
8 a particular actinide material is only handled once. The
9 shipping (or storage) container (double sealed in an inert
10 atmosphere) is brought from the MURR fuel vault to the Alpha
11 Laboratory by the Special Nuclear Materials Custodian with the
12 assistance of a second person at par TAM-21, " Transfer of
13 Actinides." In the Alpha Laboratory, the shipping containers are
14 opened and the sealed inner container is passed into the argon
15 glove box under special precaution of Health Physics procedure
16 TAM-35, " Transfer of Actinide Metal into the Glove Box."

17 18. Using methods appropriate to the nature of the
18 container (double, nested, welded stainless steel for Np; and
19 sealed glass for 'ru) the material is opened and unpacked by a
20 senior TRUMP-S researcher. As the material is subdivided, it is
21 weighed repeatedly to maintain accurate material inventory as per
22 TAM-22, " Actinide Sample Subdivision & Storage." Hand tools are
23 chosen to do this subdivision as is appropriate for the physical
24. form and properties of each material, i.e., tweezers to remove a
25- few turnings of Np, or bolt cutters to nip off a small piece of
26 Pu. A small amount of the material, approximately 0.3 grams, is

|

27 removed for use in the experiments. During these operations, no
28 heat source is turned on and the material can be readily placed
29 in a covered metal container. Thus, the risk of a fire during
30 this limited period is extremely small.

31 19. The stock material to be retu ned to the fuel vault for
32 storage is sealed in a stainless steel vial (screw top, 0-ring
33 saal), wnich is then placed in an aluminum canister that is' sealed

-34- (bolted lid, 0-ring seal). This canister is passed through the
35 air glove box, as per TAM-12, " Glove Box Transfers," and enclosed
.36. in airtight bags (" bagged out") as per TAM-14, " Bagging Material
37 In and out of a Glove Box." -The material is placed in a
38 transport can and returned to the Special Nuclear Materials
39 Custodian for' return to the vault (again, as per TAM-21,
40 " Transfer of Actinides")'. The separated piece of material is
41 placed in a sealed container inside the argon glove box where it

.42 remains until it.is used to'make the actinide salt mixture needed
'43. for experiments.

44 20. Subsequent access to the remaining inventory is

~45 1/ See License No. SNM-247 Amendment Request, p. 10,-
-~ 4 6 Experimental Bquipment.

3 5- +
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-1' accomplished by the same procedures. The only difference in
2- obtaining access to the remaining inventory is that the container
3: for the special nu:: lear materials is already " bagged" when it is
4 placed in the air glove box. Therefore, the bag must be removed
5 (inside the glove box) before the container can be opened.
6: 21. Procedtu os presently require that a minimum of two

|7 persons be presen1 during all procedures involving the transfer
8 and handling of tie actinide materials. Control room personnel
9 are also notified whenever the inventory has been removed from

~10 the esult, as is rsquired for vault entry under a Physical
-11 Secutity Plan proceCure.

12 22. In summary, contrary to what Intervenors state,
13 procedures as required by $70.22(a)(8) were described in the SNM-
14 247-amendment application. Further, procedures exist to safely
15 transfer material to the glove box, perform a subdivision of

.-16 materials under the cognizance of a health physicist and material - !

17 custodian, and then return the actinides to safe storage. This i
18- process involves several procedures with overlapping safety and
19! accountability requirements.

-20 Oualifications of Personnel

: 21-
.

23. Intervenors claim that the amendment applications fail
.22 to demonstrhte technical qualifications and that the Licensee's
23 personnel are'not qualified to engage in the TRUMP-S experiments.
24 Intervenors' allegations are absolutely without merit and

. 25- Licensee'is offended by Intervenors' statements.

26
.

.

24. Byproduct Liconse No. 24-00513-32- is a Type A specific
| 27. Llicense of. broad scope, as defined in S 33.11(a). 1/ .

| 28 -Requirements for approval of.a Type A broad scope license are- 1

L |29L specified.in 5--33.13: " Requirements for the~ issuance of a-Type A
'30' . specific license of-broad scope." Section 33.13(c) requires,
31 among'other' things, that: j

L 32. "The applicant has established administrative controls and
L 33 provisions relating to organization and management, '

-34 procedures,. record keeping, material' control, and accounting. 4

,35 and management review that are necessary to assure. safe '

.36 operations, including:
I

-37- (1) The establishment of a radiation safety committee
'38 : composed of such persons as a radiological' safety officer, a

|

39 2/ See. renewal application for License No. 24-00513-32,
40' dated January 29, 1980. Renewal' application'.was made

|: 41: using Form NRC-313I, as' directed by Regulatory Guide 10.5
i (42 ("RG 10.5"), " Applications for Type'A Licenses of Broad
j'43 -Scope,# Revision'1, December 1980,

'
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1' representat.!ve of management, and persons trained and
2- experienced in the safe use of radioactive materials;..."

3: -As stated in RG 10.5:
'

'4 "One of the main functions of the radiation safety committee
:5 is to administer the institution's radioactive material
6 program. The committee should have the authority and
7. responsibility for approvel and disapproval of all proposals
8' for radionuclide use prior to purchase of the materials."

9. This committee is thus designed tt ;ct as the Licensee's internal
~

.

10 governing body which is responsiblu for the review, approval, and '
,

J11 control of work performed under the license. Licensees are
'12 specifically directed by RG 10.5 on how the licensee should
' 13 - complete Item 6. " Individual Who Will supervise Use" to state
-14 this-commitment [
= 15 ~ "For this item the applicant should write: ' Radioactive
;16 . materials >are to be:used by or under the direct supervision

>L17 of individuals designated by.the radiation safety
18 committee.'"

19 This committee's review must encompass the same types of reviews
20 as are made-by the NRC in approving license applications, 1/

s'i 21. .
i.e., purpose 110 authorized by the license,; equipment and

22- facilities:are adequate to protect health.and minimise-danger to
123: life'or property, and,the applicant'is qualified by training and
'24 experience'to use the material.for the purpose requested.in'such
25 manner asLto protect health.and:minimise danger to lite or- .i

:26 property. -Quite appropriately, the NRC requires;that a licensee
,

727 granted such broadvscope responsibilities-must have " engaged in a
;28 reasonable' number'of: activities.. involving the use of byproduct
t29' material" (see S: 33.13(b)).. The Licensee:has engaged in multAple
c30' activities involving use of byproduct materials and had held a
31' Type'A specific license of broad scope since-November 17, 1961

a,2- 1/ ' '

'3.

,

3 33-
.

25. Licensee also holds-.NRC License No. SNM-247 for source
.34 and special nuclear.materiali(ae per 10 CFR 40 and 70).

?35 . Licensee's radiation; safety ~ committee:has committed 1/ to take

i

(36 : '1/ See S 30.33 and S 40.34 : " General requireasnts - for,

R37J issuance 'ofi specific licenses", and S 70.23:
,)3R' " Requirements for tho approval of applications".

!
'

U.S. AEC License:24-513-32,. issued November 17,;19 W .p,
. :1/'

'40| 1/ , see the application for repewal'of SNM-247 License, da ted .
' January 16, 1989, Attachment B: " Handbook of|Radiologi-sal 1/ 1415
(Operations,'" L(thel " Handbook") part l'.'Or " Management of |g(42 J -
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| 1 the additional responsibilities for the review, approval, and
| 2 control of work performed under License No. SNM-247. Licensee
! 3 has submitted the Handbook with renewals of License No. SNM-247

4 to describe this same type administrative control for source and,

i 5 special nuclear material rince October 22, 1981 2/ The NRC hasl
6 recently reviewed and approved Licensee's administrative control
7 of License No. SNM-247 1/
8 it. Licensee's radiation safety committee is the Central
9 Radiation Safety Committee ("CRSC"). The principal functions and
10' duties of the CRSC are described in the Handbook in Section 1.2.,

11 Included in this description are the duties of the Subcommittees
'

| 12 of the Central Committee (Handbook, $1.2.1), the Local and Human-
13 Use Committees (Handbook, $1.2.2), the membership (Handbook,

' 14 $1.2.3), the schedule of meetings (Handbook, $1.2.4), and the
| 15 procedure for conduct of business (Handbook, $1.2.5). The CRSC
| 16 has established local committees at each of the four University's

17 campuses, at the two medical centers and at tho MURR. The CRSC|

i 18 delegates to its local committees the responsibility for the
| 19 review of applications for use of radiation sources on each

20 campus of the University of Missouri. The Isotope Use
21 Subcommittee ("IUS") of the Reactor Advisory Committee serves as
22 .the local committee for the CRSC in reviewing MURR applications

' 23 'to use radiation sources not covered by License No. R-103. "

24 27. Resumes of the current IUS chairman (Dr. G.J. Ehrhardt)25 and the other current members of the IUS (Mr. S.L. Gunn, Dr. S.M.
26 Langhorst, Mr. W.A. Meyer,Jr., Mr. J.G. Sbotts, Dr. A.Y. Sun, and
27 Dr. K.R. Einn) were provided with each of the license amendment

28 Radiation Safety", Note 1:

29 The program described in this Section is directed
30 to the University's responsibility for radiation
31 wifety for programs conducted under NRC byproduct,
32 aource, and special nuclear material licenses, for
33 programs conducted under the Missouri Radiation

'34 Protection Regulations, and for programs using
35 hazardous non-ionizing sources. A separate program

- 36~ described elsewhere is directed to the University's4

' 37 responsibility for radiation safety for programs
38 conduced under NRC licenses R-79 and R-103.

39 2/ See License No. SNM-247 Amendment No. 9, Condition 18.

40 g/ See License No SNM-247 Amendment No.10, dated March 22,
41 1989, which incorporates renewal application in Condition
42 1G. of the license.

,
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1 requests. 1/ These resumes were included in each amendment
2 request to provide additional information on the qualifications
3 of the current membership of the local committee which is

|4 responsible for the radiation safety program of the research work
5 to be conducted with the actinido materials in the MURR Alpha
6 Laboratory. All members of the IUS are authorized users of one or
7 more isotopes at the University and/or members of one of the
8 University's Health Physics organizations. Each member of the
9 IUS is trained and experienced in the safe use of radioactive
10 material. All of the members, except Dr. Sun, have had

L 11 responsibilities for handling curie amounts of radioactive
12 material, including alpha beta, gamma, or neutron radiations

13 sources. In addition, Dr. Ehrhardt has had responsibilities as a l
14 graduate student in handling unsealed alpha emitters at
15 Washington University in St. Louis, MO. 1Q/ and Mr. Shotts has
16 had experience in decontaminating and Gecommissioning several of
17 the University's laboratories used for radium research. 11/
18 Several (Dr. Ehrhardt, Mr. Gunn, Dr. Langhorst, Mr. Meyer, and
19 Dr. Zinn) are trained in the safe handling of these materials in
20 glove boxes, in hot cells, and in other specially designed
21 facilities.

l

22 28. The resumes of the two cenior members of the MURR'

23 Health Physics Group (Dr. Langhorst and Mr. Ernst) were supplied
24 again for NRC review to emphasize the experience and
25 qualifications of those individuals responsible for implementing,

| 26 training,-and maintaining the day-to-day operation of the
'

27 radiation protection program at MURR. Both Dr. Langhorst and Mr.
; 28 Ernst are Certified Health Physicists, have worked at the MURR
| 29 for a total of 16 years, and have completed graduate degrees and

30 special training specific to health physics and radiation
31 protection. 11/ Dr. Langhorst and her Health Physics Group

'

, . - - -

32 1/ Appendix B appears in the License Amendment Request for
L 33 CKM-247, dated February 21, 1990, and the License
'

34 Amendment Request for '24-00513-32, dated March 12, 1990,
35 See Attachment i for cover page of Appendix B which lists
36 the individuals whose resumes were enclosed and
37 identifies their responsibility.

38 12/ Work done from 1970 to 1976 with enriched uranium (93.2%
39 U-235) under License No. SNM-1891 and with Ra-228 and Ac-
40- 227 under Missouri State Registration.

41 11/ Work performed the summer of 1982 under Missouri State
42 Registration.

'43 11/ Mr. Ernst has had the same radiological emergency
44_ response training as Dr. Langhorst to be a member of
45 MONET. (See Affidavit of Dr. Susan M. Langhorst Regarding
46 NUREG-1140 and Intervanors' Dispersion Concentrations at

9
4
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-1- are responsible for the radiolog;'al training program at MURR,
-2 which is recommended in RG 10.5 as

3 " Conducting training programs and otherwise instructing
4 personnel in the proper procedures for the use of
5 radioactive material prior to use, at periodic intervals
6 (refresher training), and as required by changes in
7 procedures, equipment, regulations, etc."-(see p. 10.5-6, b.
8, " Radiation Safety of ficer", iten (7)) .

9 29. The applications for license amendments did not
-lo? identify or include the resumes of authorized users of the
- 11' licensed materials, except for Dr. R.A. Hultsch (as discussed
12 below). Instead, as reconaanded by the NRC, the applications
13 !neluded'the resumes of the members of the IUS who would approve
14 such authorized users (aan 15 26 - 27, above) and the training
15 that would be received by prospective users prior to
16 authorization (man 11 31 - 32, below).

217 30. The resume of the initial authorized user (Dr. R.A.
18 Hultsch) was included in the applications. Dr. Hultsch was
19- approved (February 14, 1990) by the IUS solely to receive and
20 possess the actinide materials and to act as custodian
21 responsible for natorial accountability. See Attachment 2,

-22 " Application for Possession and Use of Radiation Sources by Dr.
23 :Roland A. Hultsch, PhD." The IUS did not authorize use of these
24 materials in the TRUMP-S experiments at the time of Dr. - dultsch's-

-25- approval |for receipt and possession. _(see 1 39, below) As is
26 shown by his application, Dr. Multsch had been responsible for
27 fuel management and had been custodian for all source 1 4 special

?28: nuclear material licensed under R-103 for six years.
~

29| - . 31. Training to establish the authorized users for the
13 0 actinide experiments to be conducted'in the Alpha. Laboratory was
31 ' described in the-amendment requests. -The progression of the

i32 . planned work involving the actinide materials was-described in
33 ?the amendment requests under the General' Process Procedures
34 section. Description of this progression was included-to show

y 35 that experiments of this type involving rare earth materials had
36 already been conducted by Rockwell, and that the initial
37 experiments would be repeated in the Alpha Laboratory to verify

' 38' operation of the equipment and to establish and refine the
39 associated procedares. As stated in the'SNM-247 License
40' Amendment Request 11/:

w

L41 gi 6)'

:62 11/ The identical section is found in the 24-00513-32 License
43 Amendment request with the exception that " neptunium" was

f44 inadvertently substituted for # uranium"' in tho ' first
'45 paragraph.

,
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- 1 "When the ont cell has been installed, its components
.2- will be checked and a series of runs with a rare-earth metal
3 repeated to verify operation of the instruments and
4, procedures. Initial actinide measurements will be made on
5 - depleted uranium. The omf measurements'will be made at

- 6 eight to' twelve compositions on three isotherms. Depleted
7 uranium has the lowest specific activity and some data are
8 already available to compare with the new measurements. The
9; uranium experiments may be repeated to improve the

, 10 - experimental statistics of the cell measurements.

' : 11' The measurements will proceed through the actinide
12 series: Np, Pu, and Am. As the specific activity of the

,

L 13- active metal increases, the number of measurements will be
~-14 minimized to about eight compositions on three isotherms.

' 15' The experimental procedure and precision of the measurements
16 will be established before starting these measurements. It
17 ' is anticipated that measurements can be made using as little
18- as 100 mg-of the radioactive metal."

- 19= - 32. Due to the sophisticated nature of the experiments and'
20 the associated precautions required when handling unsealed long-

- 21 lived. alpha-emitting isotopes, the Licensee demonstrated its
22. commitment to training the initial.authorised users on the

|23 equipment and' process by indicating that initial training would 1

24 be done by an experimenter who had. helped-to develop the
25 experiment and had actually performed the experimental
26 measurements on rare-earth materials. Specifically, the

! .27 - amendment requests stated 11/ the following concerning the
- 28 procedures for training personnel:

'

.
,

:29 "The training responsibilities were described in the ;

| 30 January 16,.1989 license renewal'and remain the same.
'

31' Persons allowed access and use of~ radioactive materials in
; 32 the Alpha Laboratory will be trained on the specific ,

'

33 procedures developed for.that' facility. Initial training on
34 the experimental. equipment and process will be provided-by

L35- Mr. Jeff Roy. He has assisted in the design of.this
36. experiment and he has performed the rare-earth experiments.-
37' The resume for this individual is included.to provide ;!

:38 additional information on his qualifications."
'

39- Mr. Roy's experience is in the use of this equipment and in the
:40- process, not in the handling of radioactive materials. His
41 ' contribution as a trainer ~has been to instruct the Licensee's

'42 initial authorized' users-in.the experimental protocol and use of
43 the equipment. - such sophisticated chemical experiments are

1

44 ! highly dependent on experimental technique. Licensee wanted this
: 45 : training.in technique;to be done without the use of radioactive i

r

46" 11/ -From amendment request for License SNM-247.
,

'
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1 materials. Mr. Roy has been in the role of trainee with respect
2 to the requirements and proper handling of radioactive materials
3 and has been under the direct supervision of one of Licensee's
4 authorized users when he has assisted in experiments involving
5 actinide materials.

6 33. In summary, the IUS is responsible for controlling the
7 use of radioactive materials in the TRUMP-S experiments; Dr.
8 Langhorst and the MURR Health Physics Group are responsible to
9 provide training to prospective authorized users in the
10 requirements for safe handling of radioactive materials,
11 particularly alpha-emitters and their use in TRUMP-S experiments;
12 and Mr. Roy was responsible to train the initial TRUMP-S
13 authorized users in the techniques and setup of the TRUMP-S
14 experiments. The initial TRUMP-S experimenters were to first
15 learn and perfect their experimental techniques on non-
16 radioactive materials (rare earth materials). Radiological
17 control training specific to the TRUMP-S experiments was next
18 conducted with the initial experimenters using depleted uranium
19 under Dr. Latghorst's or Mr. Ernst's direct supervision. Once
30 proficiency in technique and radiological control were
al demonstrated, the TRUMP-S experimenters could apply for their own
22 authorization to conduct the TRUMP-S experiments. The
23 progression of experiments would follow the progression of
34 specific activity associated with the actinide metals for this
25 project, i.e., depleted uranium, neptunium, plutonium, and
36 americium. The experiments, equipment, techniques, procedures,
27 training and experience could thus be established, reviewed, and
28 modified as needed to progress to the next element.

29 IUS Review of Authorized Users

30 34. In order to obtain approval to work with radioactive
31 materials at the University of Missouri, a faculty or staff
32 member must apply for status as an authorized user. See
33 Handbook, $5.1. This application is made utilizing University
34 forms RadSafe 9 and RadSafe 10 (See Attachment 2) which describe:
35 the radioactive materials and quantities to be used; where
36 radioactive material will be used; proposed use and plan of
37 investigation; plan for personnel monitoring, radiation
38 protection, and disposal of radioactive wastes; equipment and
39 facilities for radiation safety of workers and the public; and
40 training and experience of the applicant with regard to
41 radioactive materials. At MURR, these application forms are
42 completed by the applicant in conjunction with the Reactor Health
43 Physics Manager to insure that licensing, facilities, equipment,
44 additional personnel, procedures (operational and emergency), and
45 applicant training and experience are sufficient to perform
46 safely the described work with radioactive materials.

47 35. Following the Health Physics Evaluation, the
48 application is reviewed by the IUS. This review can result in

12
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1 the approval of the authorized user, the approval of the
2 authorized user with additional recommendations or conditions, a
3_ request for further information or documentation, or denial of
4 the authorized user. Approved RadSafe 9 and 10 documents are
5 forwarded to the University Radiation Safety Officer for his
6 review and for centralized documentation. The approved

|7 authorization is also presented for review to the CRSC and, for
|

8 authorizations at MURR, to the Reactor Advisory Committee.| 1

! 9 Authorizations are limited to personnel supported through the !
10 University. I

l

11 IUS Control of the Radiolocical
12 Protection Procram for the TRUMP-S ExDeriments

| 13 36. The TRUMP-S experiments to be conducted at MURR are
14 carefully reviewed by the members of the IUS. The committee
15 recognized and appreciated the potential hazards and related

|

16 precautions needed to handle unsealed transuranic materials, the '

17 sensitivity of working with these types of radioactive materials,
18 and the benefit and need to obtain the basic scientific data on
19 these materials. Excerpts of the pertinent sections of the
20 minutes of the IUS reflecting the thorough and intense
21 discussions concerning the TRUMP-S experiments are provided in
22 Attachment 3.

I 23 37. The involvement of the IUS in reviewing the TRUMP-3
| 24 experiments began at its January 10, 1990 meeting, prior to
| 25 submitting the proposal for funding to Rockwell. The project was

26 described to the committee; its purpose, the academic interest,
27 and the scope of work. The IUS emphasised the importance of
28 having personnel who were experienced in handling alpha emitters,

! 29 and that it would have the responsibility of reviewing and
30 approving personnel who would be working with the actinide
31 materials. The role of Rockwell as a training resource with
32 personnel having experience in working with alpha emitters was
33 included in this discussion, with the possibility of sending
34 University personnel to Rockwell to gain additional experience
35 and knowledge of the specialized equipment for the TRUMP-S
36 experiments, M/ or requesting that Rockwell send one of their

37- H/ On January 24, 1990, MURR personnel (Chester Edwar6s,
38 Brad McCracken, and John Ernst) traveled to Los Ang: ales
39 to visit the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. The purpose
40 of the trip was to evaluate laboratory equipment that
41 would be provided to support the TRUMP-S experiments.
42- This equipment included the argon glove box, the Nitrain
43 and Dritrain units, the ICP and glove box, computer, HEPA
44 filters and housing, and radiation monitoring equipment.
45 They spent a day and a half touring labs and talking with
46 Rockwell personnel concerning the design of an alpha
47 handling laboratory, equipment needed to support such a

13
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1. health physics personnel to MURR. The Intervanors have stated
:2 their concern on personnel experience as follows:

3 "The inexperience of the personnel has obvious, frightening
4 implications in terms of the safety concerns of the
5 Intervonors." (Intervanors' Written Presentation at 24)

-6 Yet they fail to acknowledge the role of the IUS and the steps it
17 has taken, even though the Intervenors have included the excerpt

. 8 of these January IUS minutes of their presentation. Intervenors'
9 Exhibit 19, pp. 343-344.

10 38. In reading the entire section of these minutes
11 concerning the IUS's initial discussion of TRUMP-S, the strong
12- . commitment of the committee is evident, particularly in regard to
13- emphasizing the training and experience required to become an
14 authorized user for the first phase of the work to insure safe
15 performance of these experiments. In addition, the IUS was
16- particularly adamant-that adequate support be provided for health
17 physics coverage of the project. It was recognized by the
18 committee that the scope of the radiation protection program '

19 required for this project would add significantly to the overall
20 . scope of the radiation protection program at MURR. The IUS
21 ~ emphasized'its strong support of the MURR Health Physics Group in

_22 establishing the necessary equip.aent and specific radiological
23 control for this project. The committee viewed this' support to
'24 be.in terms of salary support of MURR Health Physics personnel,
'25 equipment-and additional training. The committee did not lack
26 confidence'in the qualifications-and experience of-the MURR
27 ' Health Physics Group to be able to perform this task, but rather
28 voiced its concern that the necessary resources be provided to
29 maintain the proposed schedule. LThey were also emphatic on the
30- committee's control of authorizations for this project and on the

:31 point'that they would pay particular attention to the proposed-
32 authorized users' training and experience in handling these
'33 materials.

134 39. The progression of the IUS's thorough continuing
35 review, questioning,'and control of the radiological protection
36' program aspects of.this project is evident in the subsequent
37~ meeting ninutes (see Attachment 3 for excerpts of these minutes),
38 a-summary of which follows:

391 1) February 14, 1990 IUS meeting --

? 40' The committee was provided a draft. of the SNM-247
41 amendment request previous to the meeting and discussed its
42- contents page by page.- Included in the committee's

43 laboratory, and the 'special equipment required for
44 . conducting the TRUMP-S experiments.

14
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El discussion was the University's RSO (Mr. Pitchford), the
2 Assistant RSO (Mr. Young), the TRUMP-S project manager (Mr.
3 McKibben), and the facilities manager (Mr. Edwards). Safety

|41 features were reviewed. The possibility of "an a-
-5 experienced health physics technician" being sent from
6 Rockwell 11/ was discussed again to provide an additional

_
;7 person to contribute to the radiological control needed at
8' the beginning of the project. The commitment to training

_

;9 authorized users and establishing procedures is evident in
110i the-following statement:

'11 "The proposed authorized users for the TRUMP-F project
: 12- are not ready to apply for authorization. The

13 facilities must be tested, the procedures established
14 and training documented. These procedures and training
15- will be reviewed by the IUS in their next few
16- seetings."

17 The IUS reviewed and, in light of the plans for establishing
18; facilities capable of safely performing these experiments,'

19 approved Dr.-R.A. Hultsch as the TRUMP-S authorized user to
-20 act as material custodian. With approval of this initial
21 authorization to receive and possess these actinide

-

22 . materials, the University could initiate its request for
_ 23- license amendments.

24-
25 2) March 21, 1990 108 meeting --

--26 The- IUS approved authorization for Dr. S.M. Langnorst
-27 (Manager of MURR Health Physics Group) to be the authorized
'28: user responsible for use of the depleted uranium 12] in
29- the TRUMP-S experiments. In this role, Dr. Langhorst was

-

30_ given the double responsibility as the local radiation
31' safety officer and as the authorized user to train and
32- establish the radiological control. experience of the

133 researchers identified as being initial ~authorised users.for
34 . TRUMP-S' experiments. Dr. Krueger was identified a , being

~

135 one'of the initial authorized users for the TRUMP-S
_ '36 experiments. . Update of the progress in construction of the

37 Alpha Laboratory and licensing wei ' also reported.

38 -3) April.11, 1990 IUS meeting --

-

.39 11/ Rockwell ' was not able to provide an HP, but provided
-

a4 0 ' support. for hiring an HP. consultant and made available
141 their HP personnel Via telephone as-an informational
42 resource for MURR HP personnel.

43- 1*1] It.was noted that the work with depleted uranium could
;44 also be licensed under a general license, 10 CFR 40.22
~ 45 "Small quantities of source material".

_
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- l' The first set of-draft operational procedures for the
- 2 TRUMP-S project were distributed and the committee members
: 3 were-requested to provide their comments on them. Progress
- 4 of the testing of the Alpha Laboratory facilities and the
5 licensing update were reported. Again, training and its

; 6- docusentation were emphasized (Item Sa., 3rd para):

.7 "The question of documenting training for thesc
8 procedures was raised; in reply it was noted that the

~

9 rare-earth work will serve to test the procedures and
10 train the experimenters. At this time only uranium has
11 been authorized for these experiments by the IUS."

: 12- Dr. Krueger was identified to be the primary glove box
-13 operator for the TRUMP-S experiments and his initial
14 training on mastering the experimental techniques began

-15- during this time. H/

i = 1 61 4) May.16,.1990 IUS meeting --
,

17- The IUS was brought up to date on the progress of the
18- facilities and procedures, the initiation of the current NRC '

'

.19' proceeding, the receipt of some of the actinide samples, and
- 20. the hiring of an alpha consultant.

,

21 5) . June 6, 1990 IUS meeting --

22 Updates were provided on the procedures, facilities, i
'

L 23' ' rare-earth experiments to date, the NRC proceeding, and the-
L 24. . alpha consultant. John Ernst was approved as ar. authorized '

' '25; user for depleted uranium. Mr. Ernst was autNrized.for the i
26- same purpose as Dr. Langhorst, i.e. ,1 to cont inue to provide ;

L .27 the required radiological training of:the ORUMP-S
28 researchers (in particular, Drs.'Krueger and Storvick).'

29 During this time the TRUMP-S researchers-were,-under Dr.
30> Langhorst's and Mr. Ernst's direction, utilizing and further
31- developing the TANS procedures in-working with the' rare

E32: earth experiments. also at this time, Dr. Langhorst's a
t .. 33 responsibilities were'being required more and more.in

34- support of~the NRC' proceeding:to continue the TRUMP-S work., 1
35- Again the IUS voiced its strong control-and support of.the
36'- TRUMP-S research (Item-Sc., 3rd para.):

,37 "With respect to the questions raised on safety of this

:38 H/ On April 30, 1990, Dr. Leon Krueger traveled' to Los-

|! 39 Angeles.to visit ~the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. He
L L40.- received three- days of ' training by. Mr. Roy ' (see 1-- 32, .

,

j . 41- above)E on conducting the TRUMP-8- experiments using rare - '

i i '42 - earth materials-in an. argon glove box identical to'the
L [43' one in the Alpha' Laboratory.: j
|1 s. ,
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'1 project, it was asserted that the risks are minimal; it
2: is Very hard to get these materials airborne and keep

L3 them airborne. It was the sense of the IUS that the
.4 Subcommittee has been adeplately informed; also, the
5: IUS-has so far approved only the use of U in this

'(6; research project,--not Np, Pu,.or Am. It was also noted
7 that the IUS has been sensitive to this issue and has
8J expressed the-commitment to 'do this project right.'"

9 6) July 17, 1990 IUS meeting --

l'0? Based on his glove box experience, Dr. Langhorst and
4 Mr. Ernst approved Dr. Kruegger to work with depleted
12 uranium under their authoritations in order to further

113- develop his experience in radiological controls. Dr. L.
314 Krueger's application to be allowed to work under Dr.
L15! Langhorst's and Mr. Ernst's authorization to handle depleted
.16 uranium was presented to the IUS for review of his training,
17 especially with respect to working in the argon glove box.-
-18 The committee was provided a copy of the approved TRUMP-S
19 Procedures ~. Updates again were given on the progress of1

~ 20 experiments, on the currer.t NRC proceeding, and,on
-21. communication efforts. Again, the IUS strongly stated its
'22 control of this project (Item Sa., 2nd para.):

23 "It was remarked'that it is the responsibility of the
:24 IUS to see that learning occurs with'the U and Np
25- isotopes; if the TRUMP-S workers can not handle Np,
26 they shouldn't use An or Pu! The IUS was reminded that-

,27, they have approved receipt of.these materials only, and
28 only the use of U at this time.- Check-off sheets have

229- been prepared for each material; the isotope will not
130t -be used before everything is: ready'as assessed vie
31 these. check-off sheets. Some work with (non-DOE)
30 uranium tetra-chlorido may begin:later this week to

133' test some.of the procedures and get some data.
234 Currently the procedures are being tested with rare-
'35, earths."-

136 In addition,'the committee discussed the alpha consultant's
!37 recommendations of an' additional HEPA filter and plans for
38 possible installation. The point'by point review of~a June

(39. 19, 1990 memorandum describing the consultant's observations
40- was scheduled for the next meeting.- The IUS was informed of
41 the NRC's' inspection of the Alpha Laboratory.-

42 7)- August 15, 1990 IUS meeting --

"43 Dr.'Krueger's application for authorisation to use
J44 depleted uranium and neptunium in the TRUMP-S project was
-451 presented. -Based.on his proven safe handling of depleted

'
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1 uranium in the TRUMP-S experiments and Dr. Langhorst's and
-

2 Mr. Ernst's recommendations, Dr. Krueger's authorization for
-3- the depleted uranium was unanimously approved. As part of
4 'its review of Dr. Krueger's neptunium authorization request,

' 5- the committee requested update on the progress of the:

6 experiments and specifically they reviewed, point by point,
_

' 7 -- the recommendations of the alpha consultant and the actions
'8 taken'on each, Much discussion centered on the additional

9 HEPA filter recommendation. The committee discussed the
:10 .possible scenarios leading to a backflow condition. The
;11 committee considered as incredible the multiple failures

L 12- necessary to cause backflow into the Alpha Laboratory

[' -13 without initiating an alara to alert the workers in the
14 '. Alpha Laboratory of a flow problem. Dr. Langhorst also

-15: noted that, since the additional filter is not shown on the
16 schematic included in the original application for license
17 amendment, another amendment might be required to install an
18 additional filter. The committee reviewed the letter of

: 19 ' DOE's commitment to accept return of the actinide materials

(- 20- and were updated on the progress of the depleted uranium
-- < 21 experiments. The IUS unanimously approved Dr. Krueger's

22 authorization for TRUMP-S experiments with neptunium.. Dr.4

'23 Langhorst also recommended based on Dr. Storvick's training
24- to date, that he be authorized for use of depleted uranium

-25 and neptunium. Dr. T. Storvick was also unanimously-

-26 approved-as TRUMP-S authorized user of depleted uranium and
- 27- neptunium.

28 s) september it,1990 IUs meeting --
~

''29 The IUS-was provided.a: detailed report on the progress
: 30. of the TRUMP-S experimente using depleted uranium and
- 31L : neptunium, and theLaswociated experience with regard to the

-

.32, 1 radiological control of the experiments by Dr. Krueger,.-Mr.
;331 .Ernst, and Dr. Langhorst. Receipt of the plutonium sample
?34- was reported and Dr. Krueger's" application for authorization
~ 35 to use plutonium was' discussed'. The experience of Dr.

_ 36 -Krueger iniworking with depleted uranium and: neptunium was
37 reported,:and his; attention to. experimental detail and

"38' ' radiological, controls noted. The training and experience of
39 the othere involved in handling the' materials were also

: 40- discussed. Dr. Krueger had been able'to develop and.
41 demonstrate his expertise performing the' TRUMP-S experiments,

42L first with the rare earth materials, then with depleted
14 3' uranium, and then with~ neptunium. Both Dr. Langhorst and
. '4 4 ' Mr. Ernst recommended Dr. Krueger be approved for plutonium
"45 based on his-demonstrated-knowledge and dedication-to
J46 / maintaining excellent radiological control.- .The IUS~
L47 - unanimously approved Dr. Krueger's authorisation to use

-- 49~
plutonium in the TRUMP-8-experiments. .A similar application;48-

for authorisation'from Dr.:Storvick was discussed. ..The-
50 committee ~did not feel that Dr. starvick hadibeen1able to.'
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il gain adequate experience in ahands on" work in the argon
2 glove box with neptunium. The IUS has established as its1

3: policy to request from users authorized for material greater
4 than 100 sci statements of additional training (this is in

. 5- addition to the training information given on the-
61 application forms) that is required by the authorized user

17 to recommend other individuals trained by that authorized
8 user to either work under his authorization (i.e., TRUMP-S
9: researcher-in-training or a graduate student) or to become

-10 authorized users themselves (i.e., experienced TRUMP-S
11 researcher). Because of the complexities of the TRUMP-S

H12 - experiments and the activity levels involved with handling
13 the plutonium and americium samples, the committee directed
14< Dr. Krueger as follows (Item 2b., last sentence):
15 " Leon was directed to identify critical manipulations
16- in the Ar glove box, specifically for the purposes of
17 maintaining radiation safety; these manipulation will
18 need to be mastered by persons wishing to obtain
19 authorization to work with Pu or Am."

120- The IUS felt strongly that an authorized user of plutonium
21 or americium for the TRUMP-S project-should be,'as Dr.
22 Krueger has become, a qualified glove box operator. Dr.

123- Storvick's request for authorization was not approved, but
24: tabled for consideration at a later date. Updates to the
25: TRUMP-S procedures and the continuing NRC proceeding were

c26f reported-to the committee.=

_

.
40. The IUS met again~on October 31, 1990 12] and a27

draft of Dr.:Krueger's training outline for the TRUMP-S work was38
29 reviewed-(son Attachment 4). The committee was pleased with the
30 training. outline and added a few of their-comments to the draft.

31 41..-As of November 12, 1990,' the IUS has-approved'only Dr.
32; Krueger as:an authorized user of plutonium, and all TRUMP-S

133 experiments: involving plutonium have been carried out by him. No
J34L ' application for an authorized user for americium has yet been
35 filedLwith the IUS,-and such experiments are not scheduled to be
36, performed until Phase II. of the ' project.-

-37' 42.; With respect to the involvement of graduate students,
38. -Intervenors make the disparaging statement that the handling of

13 9 actinide materials:

40| ... by graduate students, even under some modicum of"

,41- faculty supervision, causes substantial concern about
42 . mishandling l'aading to an accident, particularly fire."

;43' Intervenors' Exhibit 15,. Declaration of Dr. Theodore B.-

'44 '19] Minutes of-this meeting are not yet available.-

.
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1 Taylor at 4.

= 2 of prime importance to the University is the TRUMP-S project's
3 outstanding potential to provide graduate research opportunities
4 having national significancc end involving a unique, one of a
5 kind research facility. University students involved in the

-

6 handling of radioactive materials in the TRUMP-S and related
7 experiments are supervised and guided in their research by
8 experienced authorized users. The students' training,
9 particularly specific to TRUMP-S procedures, and experience in
10 working with radioactive materials are documented and must be;

11 reviewed and approved by the authorized user, the Reactor Health

[ 12 Physics Manager, and the IUS. A major role of a University is to
13 educate and train students. Licensee considers the opportunity

= 14 to give studantn the " hands-on" training and experience in
- 15 ha'.iling radioactive materials, and the appreciation of safety
7 16 re tirements and management control for these materials to be

17 essential to the role of a university.-

18 43. The deliberations of the IUS are yet another indication
= 19 of the University's dedication to assure the safe operations of

20 the TRUMP-S project. The insistence and careful review by this
21 committee, particularly in the training and development of the

- 22 experienced staff deeced necessary to safely conduct work
23 involving the handling of these alpha emitting isotopes in
24 unsealed forms, is abundantai evident throughout the continuing
25 review of this project. Dr. Krueger is MURR's full-time
26 amployee, engaged full-time in the TRUMP-S project, who has
27 demonstrated experience in handling depleted uranium, neptunium,
28 and plutonium in unsealed form using the Alpha Laboratory
29 facllities. (Intervenors' Written Presentation at 24)

_

-30 conclusions
-

Licensee has established, as it committed to do, the31 44.
32 safety procedures to conduct the TRUMP-S experiments in a safe

-
33 manner.

-34 45. Licensee's administrative controls for radioactive
35 materials are strong and well in control of the TRUMP-S
36 experiments.

37 46. Licensee has the technically qualified personnel who
38 have demonstrated a sound and dedicated radiological control
39 program.

40 47. In particular, Licensee is deliberate and diligent in
41 its continuing development of TRUMP-S researchers, staff and
42 students trained and experienced in the safe handling of actinide

[ 43 materials.

_
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-- l- Subscribed and sworn
2 betore ne in % v

- / Wor /E County, Susan M. 1.angho
S Kissouri thisAM day of Manager,:

_
6: November 1990 Reactor Health Physics'

7-:

Sharon wespeter+fotu# Bloc, State of Misvauds
My confmission expires February 21,1991

-
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_9

Boone County, Missouri
My Commission Expires
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Exhibit 9 Attachment 1'

-. .

MPENDIX B
~

i

- RESUME 8 ENCLOSED

i
e

Name/ Responsibility

Gary J. Ehrhardt/IUS,. Chairman
,

John P. Ernst/MURR Health Physics <

Stephen L. Gunn/IUS member i

n

Rolland A. Hultsch/ Custodian f

i
Susan M. Langhorst/MURR Health Physics, IUS member. *

Walter A. Meyer/IUS member !

Jeff J. Roy/ Trainer
.

Jamieson G. Shotts/IUS member !
!

Albert Y. Sun /IUS member j

!
'

- ,
Kurt R.-Zinn /IUS member !
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Exhibit 9 Attachment ?4
. . . c.

..

UNIVERSITY OF MISSuuRI
' '

'

APPLICATION FOR POSSESSION AND USE OF RADIATION SOURCES
1. Name of indivicual user. 2. Date:

Roland A. Hultsch, PhD 2/13/90

3 Department to use materiet 4. Room. Duilcing. and telephone.

MURR MURR 882-4211-

i 6. Form anc possession limit required:5. Source (s) to be usec. ,

Uranium (Depleted)
'

any, 100g
= Plutonium (94.42 wt i any, 69

Pu-239, 5.58 wt % Pu-240)
Np-237 any, Sg
Am 241 any, 59

b

7. Proposed use and[ tan of investigationk s to be used in TRUMP-S research project. Material
"

Custodian o actinide. meta
- will be stored in the MURR Fuel Vault and portions of this stock material transferred

to authorized users involved in this research project. Remainder of the stock will
be resealed and returned to the vault for storage. As custodian, Dr. Hultsch will
maintain material transfer documentation and will perfonn monthly material balances
calculation and quarterly inventory of this material.

.

_

'

.

_
8. Plan for personnel monitoring and radiation protection:

-- . MURR Personnel Dosimetry Program and Radiation Protection Projram

_

_

.

9. Plan for disposing of radioactive wastes:

LSA waste incorporated into MURR Radwaste. Program.

TRU waste stored until DOE can accept the material for disposal--no TRU
waste will be generated until a written comitment of DOE's eventual acceptance
of TRU waste is received.

.

_
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UNIVERSITY OF MISS0udi
'

.,

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF INDIVIDUAL USER-

* = .v > , . . .

10. Type of beining: w . .- % ice >> m===>

UMC/MURR 8 years @QQQgg.,

,

e go.~v UMC/MURR 8 years @QQQ
=

UMC/MURR 8 years QQQQc gg.

VMC/MURR 8 years QQQQo me -

L~
11. Experience with radiation sources: tw u .- ap.=.>

_

% % w,- w ww
I

HighEnE iched ) m x 45 kg MURR 6 years Fuel management for
Fuel Elements ) MURR and Custodian

- for R-103 source
L Spent FL ei MURR 6 years and SNM.mci c uantities

Elements

Depletec U max E 0 kg
Pu 14 g

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND FACluTIES FOR RADIATION SAFETY

__ 12. Radiation Detection Instruments: tuu nummmnis v e n.co o -

% n. 8nmem mees. e e :m O O Mi M Maanac eM menwww*

Equipment as described in TRUMP-S
_ research project.

_

13. Method, frequency, and standards used in calibrating instruments listed above:

Same as Item 12.
_

e

14. Special facilities:
-

Same as Item 12.

:

.

:

-- Radbese 10 t12 763

-
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Exhibit 9 Attachment 3. .

Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the January 10, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee

The meeting was called to order at 1:33 p.m. Members present were Gary
Ehrhardt, Sue Langhorst, Albert Sun, Walt Meyer, Kurt Zinn, Steve Gunn, and Jande

- Shotts. Also present were guests Kathy Robertson (NE graduate student in 'calth
Physics) and Charlie McKibben.

- The minutes of the October 18, 1989 meeting were approved unanimously.-

(Duc to the length of the meeting and agenda, agenda items will be refttred
to by number and sub-letter) .

- Item Sa: Charlie McKibben gave an overview of the TRUMP-S project. MURR
is submitting a proposal to Rockwell International to locate this research project

at MURR. The project involves measurement of certain thermodynande parameters
relating to removal of actinides from lanthanide fission product wastes of spent
nuclear fuel. The purpose is to support development of a process using
pyropartitioning separations which would be a highly efficient separation process,
permitting destructicn of the long-lived transuranics in actinide " burner"

" reactors and leaving essentially only fission product wastes for burial. Because
the fission product waste decays to stable products far more rapidly than
transuranics, the required isolation time for wastes would be about 500 years
instead of 100,000 or more. This would be a significant development for the
nuclear power industry and for countries where waste disposal options are lindted
(such as Japan, which is funding this project). Because of license limitations at

__

the Rockwell Facility in Los Angeles and t..netable commitments to Japanese
grantors, Rockwell is interested in transferring the part of this project
requiring work with.snell quantities of depleted uranium, neptunium, americium,==

- and plutonium to a university which has or can obtain the license to do the work.

Considerable interest and collaboration with UMC Chemical Engineering (with
_

Dr. Trunan Storvik as lead PI) and UMC Nuclear Engineering has developed.
Basically an intact electrochemical project with'an annual budget of close to S0.5
M per year would be transferred with equipment to specially built facilities in
the basement of the MURR. This project may be renewable for four years or_ more
and will have' heavy UMC academic involvement f rom the Chemical and Nuclear

-- Engineering departments. . Equipment would be retained by UM after the project and
patents (as proposed) would be shared; DOE would handle the transuranic and udxed
(radioactive and hazardous) wastes. NRC Amendments to the Broad Scope and SNM
Licenses would be needed for the U, Np, Am, and Pu isotopes; in this regard, Sue's
recent ef forts on the license renewal for the Co-60 f acility should help in our-

application to the NRC.

A discussion ensued on the importance of having personnel available
experienced with handling alpha emitters; in this regard much assistance should be
available from Rockwell. Hopefully new hiring in MURR Health Physics will' reflect

this need as well. It was noted that personnel doing the work on this project
under the proposed licenso amendment must be authorized by the IUS as well.
Details on the inert atmosphere in the gloveboxtes) were given in answer to a
question about fire hazards with these actinide substances. In the qNantities to
be used there is udnimal fire hazard; the inert atmosphere is needed for accuracy

of measurement.

-

-n i
_.
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minuter of the January 10, 199: Meeting of
the Isotope Use Subcommi^ tee cf the Reacter Advisory Committee
Lage two

Sending personnel to Rockw.all tc ot ser ve and learn, as well as having
Rockwell personnel visit MURR were proposed. It was also noted that the projectc

cl1 begin with possible cold lanthanide runs and U c heru st r y as benchmarks to
wcrk out any problems in the system and prove our capabilities. The need for

_

exhaustive controls on this project was emphasired, including an airlock and
external air monitoring,

g.
In reply to a question it was noted that a HEPA filter only removes

Le particles. It also was noted that an argon leak in the facility (argon is the

} inerting gas) tri g ht result in brgon being sucked up the MURE p-tube system and
subsequent Ar-41 release up the s '. a c k ; the air intake for the p-tubes may have to

-

be re-routed. Since the alpha room is designed for approximately ten air changes
-

per hour, any problem with oxygen deprivation during an a*gon leak should be
alleviated. Some samples may eventually be removed from the alpha room for other
analyses, including NAA; this use will be assessed by conventional RUk's. It was

noted that Rockwell also c',es quarterly bicassays of urine from their personnel;
MURK could develop a bloassay program beyond what is done now.

' In a discussion of the transuranics to be worked with, it was noted that the

- alpha energies could be separated on a good alpha spectroscopy system, permitting
nuclide identification similar to that performed with gamma spectroscopy.

- Uranium, neptunium, and plutonium are included in Stage I of the project, while_

americium is added for Stage II. These isotopes will be studied separately in the
current request; MURR will have to go back to NRC in future stages if these
elements will be mixed in samples. It was noted that Rockwell is willing to start
spending money before NRC approval is obtained.

_
A discussion ensued concerning safety questions and whether all operational

aspects of the project were covered. The committee agreed that isotopes such as
plutonium were the subject of great concern to the public and that alpha releases
and contamination must be avoided at all costs, for even a trivial incident could

make national news. It was strongly emphasized that there must be plenty of room
in the budget for health physics coverage. In reply to this it was noted that the

! tadget proposed will support Stage I of this project very well. One committee
member reiterated that this project must be done right, even if MURR money had to
be added to it, and that an experienced person was essential for the first phase.
Charlie McKibben concluded the discussion by emphasizing that the purpose of this
project is to explore the basic science needed to make waste from nuclear power
plants have far less environmental impact than it would otherwise have.

No action was requested from the committee on this project at this time.
The IUS then enjoyed a five-minute recess.

o
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Exce rpt s on TRUNS-S from the
Minutes of the February 14, 1990 Meeting of

the lootope Use Subconedttee of the Reactor Advisory Committee

The meeting was called to order at 1:36 p.m. Members present were Gary
Chrhardt, Steve Gunn, Sue Langhorst, Walt Meyer, Jamie Shotts,-Albert Sun and Kurt
Zinn. Also present were guesto Chester Edwards, Charlie McKibbon, Lew pitchford
ara Tom Young.

The minutes of the January 10, 1990 meeting were approved with the following
changts noted:

7 tem 3f should read " Dan Trokey's authorization to produce Cu-64 from zine
1argets according to the approved procedure was approved after the IUS
raviewed the Radsafe-9 and training form."

There were two " Item 5d"'s listed; the second snould be " Item St."

The first and major item of business was to review draf ts of the taemo and
license amendment request being prepared f or the TRUMP-S project . The
license amendments are being submitted to allow receipt of depleted uranium
and plutonium under the SNM-247, and Np-237 and Am-241 under the Broad Scope
Licenso. The committee and visitors went through the documents page by
page, raising and addressing concerns as needed. A summary of some of the
discussion follows:

Activities should be given for the transuranic isotopes as well as gram-

nesses.

Smoke alarms for the rest of MURR (besides the alpha lab)'would be-

desirable, but are not affordable right now.

The_p-tube air intake in the basement should not need to be re-routed, as-

the chance of it taking in argon gas f rom a leak in the Alpha Lab is
remote.

Refer to the TRUMP-S research facility as the " Alpha Laboratory" through--

out.the document, not the " Alpha Room."

The question of whether the Alpha Laboratory key should be a master was-

raised. It was pointed out that 5.he other labs in the f acility are keyed
this way.

A quest' ion to be considered--should there be an emergency key outside the-'

room in case someone insido passes out, say, from oxygen-deprivation due
to an argon. leak? With two people in the lab there is some protection
from one getting into trouble, but an emergency key in a break-the-glass
type of storage container wouldn't be a bad idea. The frequent air
changes in'the room make oxygen deprivation unlikely.

An intercom between the basement and the lab would be desirable for --

communications without having to come through the airlock.

>
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Excerpts .on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the February 14, 1990 Meeting of
the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee
Page two

,

!

LSA waste will be stored in the basement; it is expected to be mininal-

from the TRUMP-S project and stored in the Alpha Lab, at least for Phase
I. LSA waste will be disposed of by normal channels and paid for by
Rockwell, while TRU waste will eventually be accepted by DOE for

y disposal.

Clarification was requested on the exhaust system; it was noted that all-

air (except for the room) passes through several HEPA filters. The
question of fire in one HEPA spreading to another was answered by the
fact that there are physical separations to prevent fire spreading in
that manner that the HEPAs to be used are fire-resistant. Use of screen i

spark arrestors in the outlet of the glove boxes was discussed. Liquid
seals'in the HEPAs were explained.

on a related matter, one member raised doubts as to whether the output of i-

the ICP (inductively coupled plasma) analyzer would be caught in HEPA
filters, since it is at the atomic level . Kurt Zinn was requested by the
subcommittee to pursue this question with LeRoy Grantham of Rockwell.

- The archived samples will probably be stored in a locked cabinet in the [
~

Alpha Laboratory or in a storage drawer in the basement.

The conndttee was shown pictures of the crucible, gleve boxes, ICP unit,-

etc., to be used.in the project

With regard to training documeatation of the Rockwell ?>ersonnel, resumes-
,

will.be sent to MURR. An alpha-experienced health phy sics technician may ;
also be sent to help get things started.

The' proposed authorized users for the TRUMP-S project are notLready to ;
-

apply for authorization. The facilities must tua tested, the procedures' ;

established and training. documented. 1These procedures.and training will
be reviewed by the-IUS in their'next few meetings.

.

Contamination survey of the Alpha Lab will be performed by HPs or;the |-

workers themselves whenever the lab is used.

- Baseline bioassays for alpha emitt'er body. burdens in workers 'in the Alpha
Lab would be desirable.before work commenced to get base-line>

measurements.

Waste estimates for Phase I are 1-2 barrels of LSA, and 1 barrel of TRU-

wastes. Continuation-of the project should result in 1 additional barrel
of'TRU/ year. !

The IUS approved the requested authorization for Rolarid A. Hultsch for U,
Pu, Np, _and Am for the TRUMP-S project.

!
|* '
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Exce rpt s on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the March 21, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reacter Advisory Conndttee

The meeting was called to order at 2:08 p.m. Members present were Steve
Gunn, Jande Shotts, Kurt Zinn, Sue Langhorst, Gary Ehrhardt, and Walt Meyer. Also
present were guests Gary Guinn and Karla Riggle.

1. The minutes of the February 14, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved.

Sa, Trogress on the TRUMP-S project was reviewed. Sue Langhorst's request for
authorization (dated 3/20/90) for up to 80 grams of any form of depleted
uranium for this project was approved. The Department of Energy's NEPA
review of the TRUMP-S project at MURD is expected this week; also, dose
calculations which DOE used in their review have been received.

It was noted that Kurt Zinn's question La to whether the output of an
ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) analyzer would be caught by a HEPA filter
was answered affirmatively by Mr. Leroy Grantham (Rockwell) and documented by
letter to Chester Edwards dated 2/21/90. The material aggregates quickly and
even tends to' plate out on piping before reaching the HEPA filter.

The SNM license for plutonium and depleted uranium is in the mail (the
NRC review and approval are finished), while'MURR has submitted the Broad
License Amendment for americium and neptunium last week. It was mentioned
that Rockwell has pursued and obtained their license at the Los Angeles site.

5b. It was observed that Rolly Hultsch can receive depleted uranium under the
present-general license (10CPR40,22) . Turk Storvick, Paul Sharp, and Leon
-Krueger will also eventually request to be authorized users, while Rolly will
be the materials custodian.

i
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Excerpts ca TRUMP-t from the
Minutes of the April 11, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee

The meeting was called to der at 1:34 p.m. Members present were Gary
Ehrhardt, Steve Gunn, Sue Langhorst, Walt Meyer, Jamde Shotts, Albert Sun and Kurt
Zinn.

1. The minutes of the March 21, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved.

Sa. The Operational Procedures for the TRUMP-S Project were distributed in draft
form with a request for comments f rom the committee. Rockwell's comments,
it was noted, will be incorporated in the next draft. Sue reported that
they were hoping to seal the boxes and do pressure testing and exhaust
balancing in the next two weeks. Following that, the rare-earth procedures
will begin as a test, followed by work with uranium. It was noted that
noise reduction outside the alpha lab due to noise from the fans is needed,
although the room .tself is sufficiently quiet. A better appreciation of
what needs to be done differently will be gained after the uranium work,
which involves low activity, has begun.

A Readiness Review is to be held on April 12, 1990, in which represen-
tatives from the IUS, MURR, and the University will meet with representatives
of Rockwell and DOE to get an overview of how the project is progressing.

The question of documenting training for these procedures was raised;
in reply it was noted that the rare-earth work will serve to test the proce-
dures and train the experimenters. At this time only uranium has been
authorized for these experiments by the IUS. An IUS member requested some
information on the background of Leroy Grantham, who has 20 years of
experience in this area.

Sc. The license amendment for 25 Ci of Am-241-and'10 mci of Np-237 has been
signed and mailed, but not yet received, Sue reported; Bill Adam has aircady
sent her a copy by facsimile machine. These license amendments will more
than cover the first two phases of the TRUMP-S Project ,

i
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Racerpts . on TRUKP-S from the
Minutes of the May 16, 1990 Meeting of

.

the 1sotope Use ' Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Conadttee '[

The meeting was called toLorder at 1:42 p.m. Members present were Gary
,

Ehr,hardt, Steve Gunn, Sue banghorst, Walt Meyer, Jamie Shotts, and Kurt Zinn.-

Albert! Sun called earlier to indicate that he could not attend.

II. The minutes of- the April 11, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved. -

. i
'

5d. Sue reported that intervenors have filed a petition to the Washington Of fice
of' the NRC asking for an NRC hearing on the license amendments for TRUMP-S !
and'a stay on the work; MURR ira until May 25 to file a response. The j

'
depleted uranium, neptunium, at. americium are on hand, while the plutonium = }

? -is not yet scheduled for shipment. It is expected that the NRC will appoint =i
-

a one-person board to decide if a hearing before a judge or an NRC public
meeting-is justified, or whether to deny the intervention.

Sue reported that another iteration on TRUMP-S procedures will be
dietributed soon. She also reported that Gerry Steppen, a retired HP from.
Rocky Flate, has been retained as an alpha-emitter handling consultant.- He
-is experienced in plutonium, americium, californium,'and cerium handling and
has good' references.

,

: Rare-earth testing is expected after Memorial Day. There has been '!
somo difficulty in. obtaining the required flow rates of air through two- ;

' breached glove ports- (a defined -credible accident); this problem is
'

currently'being solved.- The problem of: noise outside the alpha labora-tory; ,

is still being worked. In addition, the' ventilation at MURR has been
switched-to'high flow conditions.

,
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the June 6, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee
,

The meeting was called to order at 1:44 p.m. Members present were Gary
Ehrhardt, Steve Gunn, Sue Langhorst, Jamie Shotts and Albert Sun. Walt Meyer
joined the necting at approximately 2:00 p.m.

1. The minutes of the May 16, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved.

2. An authorization for John Ernst to possess depleted uranium for use on thep

TRUMP-S Project was approved. The TRUMP-S procedures are still being
written and several weeks of rare-earth work remain. The IUS agreed that
depleted uranium work could begin under an RKP using draft procedures if
needed.

Sc. The University's response to the TRUMP-S intervenors' petition was sent to
the NRC on May 25. Peter Bloch, the NRC administrative judge with the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, has asked the petitioners for more
information by-June 9. Newman & Holtzinger, a Washington, D.C. law f i rm,
has been hired to help the University with their case. It was also noted
that a public meeting was held May 30 to explain the TRUMP-S Project.

Modifications on the Ar glove box have been finished and procedures sre
being put into final form for the first set of experiments involv.ag ad

rare-earth, non-radioactive cell. Relevant portions of the pescess are
being videotaped for record and training purposes.

With respect to the questions raised on safety of this project, it was
asserted.that the risks are mininal; it is very hard to get these materials
airborne and keep them airborne. It was the sense of the IUS that the
Subcommittee has been adequately informed; also, the IUS has so far approved
=only the use of U in this research project, not Np, Pu, or Am. It was also
noted that the IUS has been sensitive to this issue and has expressed the

-

commitmont to."do this project.right." j

It was also mentioned that Gerry Steppen, a consultant HP with experience.in
working with 0-emitters, would be at MURR next Tuesday.

,
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the July 17, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee

The meeting was called to order at 1:39 p.m. Members present were Walt
Meyer, Kurt Einn, Jamie Shotts, Sue Langhorst, Gary Ehrhardt, and Steve Gunn.

1. The minutes of the June 6, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved,

2b. A RadSafe 34 form for Leon Krueger for depleted uranium was reviewed

by the IUS. Leon will be working under Sue Langhorst's and John Ernst's
authorizations and will be considered for an authorization in his own right

in the near future.

.Sa , The IUS was informed that the TRUMP-S Procedures and Revisions are
available in the IUS Chairman's office and also in the HP office. Suo
views them as adequate to start the depleted uranium work and subject to
revision as experience is gained. The first revision number is blank on
each procedure, rather than starting a revision "0". The Subcommittee
suggested-that the books need a revision entry sign-off sheet, as well as a
place to mark what the revision is. It was remarked that the sheet each
person must sign for Brenda showing they made the revision could also ask
them to indicate that they have read and understood the change, thus
accomplishing the two goals of review and procedure update at one time,

w
It was remarked that it is the responsibility of the IUS to see that

learning occurs-with the U and Np ise*.opost if the TRUMP-S workers can not-

handle Np, they shouldn't use Am or Pu! The IUS was reminded that'they
have approved receipt of these materials only, and only the use of U at
this time., Check-off sheets have been prepared for each material the

isotope will not be used before everything is ready as assessed via these
check-off sheets. Some work with (non-DOE). uranium tetra-chloride may
begin later this week to test some of the procedures-and get some data.
Currently the procedures are being tested with rare-earths.

'Se.-
.

With respect to the TRUMP-S project, the petitioners were given
additional time for input of their concerns by tne NRC's ASLB judge'in
early June. The intervention was then allowed, with the three groups to
act as one intervenor. Six of the seven concerns were admitted (although:
this does not automatically mean the concerns are valid); the proliferation-
concern was not admitted as being non-germane.

The'NRC judge suggested the intervenors and licensees meet to
negotiate a resolution to the problem, and this meeting occurred June 6,
1990. . At this meeting the intervenors were given copies of some TRUMP-S
procedures,' license' amendment requests, MURR Emergency Plan And Procedures. ;

and.other documents pertaining to the-TRUMP-S research project. The judge I

-and the lawyers have set the schedule in which the petitioners were to make
their direct case to the judge by July 11, 1990. Ten days later the
licensee would make their case, after which each party gets 5 days to rebut ,

th'e other's a'rguments. A-(non-final) judgment could then occur by August [
13, 1990. However, the intervenors then. asked for an extension to July 21. }
The judge is making available the hearing file to the intervenors. 1

i
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the Jul', . < , a s ?'1 Meeting of

the loot ope Use Subcommit tee the Reactcr Ad v i s :-- r y Com ittee'

Page Two

A member of the IUS raised the questicr as te rm to better
communicate to the MURR staff, University, and general community the nature
of the TRUMP-S project. In reply Sue rep rted t he Ur.i ve r si t y i s begi nni ng
bi-weekly ''MURR in the Lommunity" news briefings to keep the public
informed about MURR, beginning with discussion of TRUMP-S. Steve Morris
and Turk Storvick are also talking to community gr oups extensively. A

" brown bag lunch" seminar f or faculty to discuss the project and get their
questions answered will also be held.

Comments for the alpha consul *. ant Gerry Stappen will be reviewed at
the next IUS meeting. Another set of HEPA filters are planned for
installation between the U and Np work; some changes in the position of the
exhaust blower is also being planned.

Sd. During the NRC inspection of July 9-10, 1990, one inspector, Jim
Lynch, looked at the TRUMP-S laboratory ar'd asked many questions . He was

pleased to have inspected the lab bef ore act inide metals work had begun.
His questions were answered, and he appeared satisfied. Their inspection

report should be available in about 3 weeks,

. . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
- . -
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the Augu.'t 15, 1990 Meeting et )

'

the Isotope use Subecmmittee ti _he heactcr Advirory Committee

The meieting was called tn order at 1:44 p.m. Membets present we:e Jamie
Shott3, Gary Ehrhardt, Kurt Zinn, Sue Langhorst, a r. d 5 t e ve G a r. r. Chester Edwardswas present as a guest for a portion of the meeting.
1.

The minutes of the July 17, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved.
Steve Gunn suggested that, where possible, names be included in thej minutes; thc committee was agreeable to this

! request.

] 2a. 1

RadSaf e-9 and Radsaf e-10 forms were presented to authorize Dr. Leon
Krueger as a user of 80 g of depleted uranium in the 7 RUMP-S Project;

,

theauthorizat ion was unanimously approved. A second authorization for Dr. j

Krueger for use of 5 g (3.6 mci) of Np-237 in the TRUMP-S Project was
presented. As part of the review of this authorization request, the ICS
was next updated on the progress of t he TRUMP-S expE'rimen t s .

|
,

1Sb.
The IUS reviewed John Ernst's June 19, 1990 memo, ' Summary of

Consultant Visit", on recommendations made by the health physics
consultant.

Much discussion centered on the first recommendation that a
scenario was possible in which backflow into the Alpha Lab could occur '

through two HEPA filters, only one of which is in-place DOP
(diocty1phthalate) tested. Sue indicated that an additional in place DOP
tested filter is being considered for installation into the ventilation
system. NRC Region III personnel have indicated that changes to the
ventilation system as described in our license amendment requests would
require another license amendment before implementing the change. Sue said }that use of the actinide materials has been approved by the NRC with the f
current ventilation system. The installation of additional HEPA filters is
still being considered and scheduling of the installation contingent onobtaining an additional license amendment.

Kurt asked if exhaust through the final filters was blocked, what
would pressurize the system to drive a backflow. Jamie pointed out that
possibly a regulator break on an Ar tank could occur and, if this happsned
simultaneously with a blockage of the main exhaust filters, then possi ny a

|backflow could occur. Kurt remarked that DOE regul at ions might not be
applicable to this ventilation system, as DOE might have some other sourceof pressure in their glove boxes.

|

IChester Edwards was requested to join the meeting to answer some of jthe IUS's questions. Chester indicated the Ar glove box has a pressure
relief system which is exhausted through a certified HEPA

filter and thenthrough the glove box exhaust. In answer to Kurt 's question, Chester
j

agreed with Jamie's comments on backflow but also said that the Alpha Lab
fpressure alarm would sound if the final filters were blocked, thus giving '

immediate indication to the workers of an exhaust problem. Upon review of
the multiple failures that would have to occur in order to get this
backflow condition into the Alpha Lab and give no warning to the workers, j

the IUS unanimously agreed that experiments using Np-237 could be safelydone with the current ventilation system.
(_
|

_ . -
J
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the I s et epe use S ubc om.a t t u ;f tra H ort: 1 An.r:ry Com~1ttee

The meeting was called t o 0:dc r at 1:44 I.r M o .r 4 r! rresent were Jamie
Stettr, Gary Ehrhardt, Eurt r i r. , Sa Langv.r: , ia t e .1 G r Chester Edwater

was L.esent as a guest fcr a pe rtlot of the meeting

1 The minutes of the July l'<, 199' mee t i r.g we r e u r.a n i mo u s l y approved.
Steve Gunn suggest ed t hat, where persarle, namor be it,cluded in the

minutes; the comnittee was agreeat le tc th2s r e q .. e r t

?a. Radsaf e-9 and Rac'Sa f e-10 f orms we re presented t o aut horire Dr . Leon

Vrueger as a user cf 80 g of deplettd urenaun in the thump-S Project; the
authorization was unanimously apprcved. A second aut hor i zation for Dr.

Krueger for use of 5g (3.6 mC1) cf Np-237 in the TFUMI-5 Project was
presented. As part of the review of t h i s a u t h -:. r i r a t i o n request, the IUS
was next updated on the progress cf the TRUMT -E e x pe r a me nt s .

El The IUS reviewed John Ernst 's June 19, ; 9 9 '. wrc , " Summary of

Consultant Visat", on r ec omrrienda t i c n s rr a de ty t r.e health physics

c^nsultant. Much discussion centered on the f1rst roccmmendation that a
scenario was possible in which backflow intc the Alpha Lab could occur
through two HEPA filters, only one of which is in-place DOP
(di oct ylpht halat e ) tested. Sue indicated that an additional in-place DOP
t est ed filter is being considered for inst allat ion into the ventilation

system. NRC Region III personnel have indicated that changes to the
ventilation system as described in our license amendment requests would
require another license amenciment before i mpl eme nt i ng the change. Sue said
that use of the actinide materials has been approved by the NRC with the
current ventilation system. The installation of additional HEPA filters is
still being considered and scheduling of the arstallation contingent on
obtaining an additional license ameridment.

Kurt asked if exhaust through the final filters was blocked, what
would pressurire the system to drive a backflow. Jamie pointed out that

possibly a regulator break on an At tank coule; occur and, if this happened
simultaneously with a blockage of t he mairi exhaus t filters, then possibly a
backflow could occur. Kurt remarked that DCE r eg; ; at i ons rni ght not be

applicable to this ventilation systen, * *, D ? E 2r.1 g h t have some other source
of pressure in t heir glove boxes .

Chester Edwards was requested to 3eln t he rree t i ng to answer some of

the IUS's questions. Chester indicated the ?.r glove box has a pressute
relief system which is exhausted throuch a certified HEPA filter and then
through the glove box exhaust in answer to Eurt's question, ^he*tet
agreed with Jamie's comments on backflow but also said that the A.,ha Lab
pressure alarm would sound if the final filters were blocked, thus giving
immediate indi tion to the workers of an exhaust problem. Upon review of
the multiple failures that sould have to occur in order t o get this
backflow condition into the Alpha Lab and give no warning to the workers,
the IUS unanimously agreed that expe riment s using Np-2 37 could be safely
done with the current vent ilation system.

-

.
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Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the August 15, 1990 Meeting of
the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Comt.ittee
Page 2

bue next reported on the actions to date on the other comments listed
-- in the sunnary memo:

_
GLOVE BOXES

1. The need for additional bracing of the air glove box plexiglass
windows is still being assessed along with the possible alternatives.

2. The hose clamps have been installed,
i 3. The metal clamps have been installed.

4. Containers with lids have been obtained.
5. The recommendation to include boxes of sand in the glove boxes uns not

accepted because of the need to keep the interior of the boxes t: lean
and clutter-free Additional empty waste cans with lids will be used
to smother a fire.

6. The hazard of fire with respect to water on small amounts of active
metals is ndnimal . These handling procedures continue to be assessed.

'
7. The need for leaded gloves is also being assessed for Am handling.

While these gloves are effective in absorbing the 60 kov gamma from Am-
""

241, they also nake manipulations clumsy and require longer exposure
times. Different uses of shielding and distance are being evaluated

to adnimite hand doset.
B. A review of the use of glove port covers at various DOE facilities is

not consistent. Sue noted that the Ar glove box is equipped with a
pressure relief system resigned to prevent excessive negative
pressure.

- INSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING

1. For receipt of all radioactive neterials at MURR, the inner shipping
container is considered to be potentially contaminated.

2. The consultant also suggested the use of a catch t. ray beneath the bag
out port as an alternative method for contamiration control, and this
was incorporated into the bag out procedure.g

3. Modifications of the glove port cover fasteners is being reviewed in

L connection with the continued use of glove port covers (see item B
-

above)._

4. Consideration of the Eberlino friskers for needed instrument
replacement is being made.m

- 5. Jamie stated that Health Physics Services has a small detector which

could serve as a wound counter.
6. Individual air monitoring filter heads are being installed and

incorporated into the assessment of airborne contamination in the
Alpha Lab.

- 7. Multiple sampling points are being installed. Further consultation
with other 1.ealth physicists led Sue to decide that use of a smoke
source would not provide additional information beyond the prudent
placement of samplers and could affect the performance of the exhaust
HEPA filters,

i

_ . . _ _ _ _ . , . . . . . . . . _ ._
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Excerpts on TRUMP-8 from the
Minutos of the August 25, 1990 Meeting of
the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee '

Page 3

GENERAL COMMENTS

1. Sue reported that (ce DeMers and Mark Stunbaugh have experience frna*

their work in the Navy with this type of HEPA filter change out.
2. All vacuum pumps used with glove boxes containing unsealed radioactive

sources arc considered internally contaminated until proven otherwise.
,

3. The fe661bility of using filters on all equipment fans located in the
Alpha Lab is being investigated. Sue added that equipment removed i
from the Alpha Lab is considered to be potentially contaminated until
proven otherwise. ;

e !

Chester noted that recommendations based on experience with Pu
production facilaty might not be applicable to laboratory-scale research.

*

Steve asked if masks were available in the event of an accident. Sue
replied that. additional respirators had been obtained for support of the :

TRUMP-S Project. The IUS discussed alternate emergency breathing devices ,

'

that could also be considered.
s

Kurt asked whether DOE approval to accept TRU waste from the TRUMP-S
' Project had been received. Sue presented the July 20, 1990 and July 30,
1990. DOE letters which stated DOE's commitment to accept return of the
radioactive materials used during the tests and to accept any TRU or ndxed i

wastes..
5

With' respect to the experience gained from depleted uranium'
.

experiments', it appears that quantities of less than '10. mg are'suf ficient
~

for each experimental run which reduces the amount of actinide material .

!that will need to be available in,the glove box. Survejs_are-being
perf ormed and no contamination has. been f ound. The glove boxes will.be*

q
cleaned between changes in-actinide naterials. The IUS indicated they were
satisfied with the safety aspects of the project.

The IUS unanimously approved Dr. Krueger's authorization for 5 g of Np- !

237 to be used in the.7 RUMP-S Project.
1

2b. Sitailar authorization requests f or use of depleted uranium and'Np-237 in ' >

thefTRUMP-S Project for Dr. . Truman Storvick were reviewed. The IUS
unanimously approved Dr. Storvick's authorization-for 80 9 of depleted. j

uranium to be used in the TRUMP-S Project. The IUS unanimously approved Dr, f

Storvick's authoritation for-5 g of Np-237 to be<used in the TRUMP-S ;

Project.
.

1
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| Excerpts on TRUMP-S from the
Minutes of the Septer1+r 12, 1990 Meeting of

the Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee

The meeting was called to order at 1:40 p.m. Members present were Sue
Langhorst, Kurt Zinn, Jamie Shotts, Albert Sun, Walt Meyer, Gary Ehrhardt, and
Steve Gunn. Also present were guests been Krueger and Jchn Ernst.

1. The minutes of the August 15, 1990 meeting were unanimously approved.

2a. The request for authorization for Pu-239/240 for Leon Krueger in the
TRUMP-S project was considered by the committee in lengthy discussion.
Leon described the U and Np work, which has gone very well and which has
produced data that look very good, been indicated the Np was cleanly
packaged, with no oxygen in the container, and samples needed for the
experiments were easily obtained because the material was in the form of
metal turnings. Sue indicated the researchers had gotten data when plating
out the Hp, and then again as the Np was stripped off the electrode. Two
separate measurements were therefore made with one Np sample, which helps
in minimizing the handling amount of natorial needed. Contamination f rom
the Li electrode is suspected to be introduced into the molten salt
solution and the experimenters have not yet been successful in getting good
data from trying to plate out the same sample a eecond time. Small samples ,

are proving very usable and two runs can be obtained f rom -10 mg of
actinide material. In response to a question by Kurt as to what's being
done with the residues, John replied that less than 1 g Np was being stored
in the Ar glove box and U samples in the storage drawes, along with the
glove from the Np process. It was noted that the glove is LSA waste.
Double-encapsulated stainless steel storage containers for the Np samples
have been built to hold the material under Ar atmosphere with provisions
for periodic testing with a built-in pressure gauge. Both chambers will be
under Ar with "O" ring seals. Similar ones, also made of stainless steel,

will be designed and built for Pu.
In response to a question by Gary as to whether any problems with

alpha contamination has been encountered, John replied that in 7 bag-out
procedures no contamination has been observed outside the boxes. Sue asked
about cleanup of the box; John replied that it was cleaned before the Np
work, with the highest observed contamination being less than 220 dpm/300
cm2 John reported dry decontamination in the glove boxes has been-
challenging due to static charge. Wet rags cannot be used because the
stored salta must not contact water. Walt added t hat it is desirable to
not have to continually remove H O and O2 from the atmosphere in the Ar2

glove box. Kurt asked about glove changes, to which John replied that the
oxygen content in the Ar box did not exceed 500 ppm f or the first glove g

with a hole and the Ar atmosphere was easily cleaned up of excess oxygen.
'

The experience with a pinhole leak in one of tho gloves was more subtle,
with the oxygen content raising from 0.1 ppm to 1 ppm. This demonstrated
how the experimental need to continually monitor 0; in the Ar box also acts
as an extremely sensitive indicator to minimize spread of contamination
through a hole in a glove. During the subsequent glove change, *.he oxygen
only went to 130 ppm. John added that no contamination was observed from
glove change-outs; Jamie asked about the filters, to which John replied
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that swipe tests of the filter f aces in the glove boxes showed no evidence
of contamination.

Kurt asked about the ICP work with Np, to which teen replied that the
system was working, although Np is hard to analyre on an ICP instrument.
In response tc a question by Kurt as to how much Np was volatilized by the
ICP, Sue and Leon estimated about 5 micrograms, yielding picoeuries of
activity. She remarked that the Alpha-6 air monitor has not detected any
activity other than backgrornd from radon daughter products. Sue indicated
that Pu work is planned to begin in about one week. She added that the
response to the interveners' request f or a stay had been submitted and that
the stay had been denied, b ..h the judge complimenting the University's
presentation. Responding to a query from Steve about when the first phase
would be completed, beon said the activity coefficient work in Cd solution
has been deferred and may not be done bef ore the end of the month. If only
the chloride activities are measured, Phase I will be completed by the end
of September with Pu. John said that work on the ventilation system is
planned after the Pu work to correct the noise problem in the Alpha Lab.

Sue and John went on to describe how all nine air monitoring filter
,

heads are in place to additionally monitor for airborne contamination. The
Alpha-G pressure sensors, Ar level, and fire alarms are all indicated
locally near or in the Alpha Lab and in the control room. In response to a
question by Jamie it was noted that the operators' actions are well defined
in the event of an alarm, with action and call lists in place in the
procedures. Some of the dose rates observed with Np-237 have been 40 mR/hr
near contact of the 4 gm sample, with whole body doses of about 1 mR/hr to
Leon. Measurable hand dose je anticipated, since 1 gm of Np reads about
10-15 mR/hr. . Walt said they would check for a neutron component from the
Pu sample. Sue said a small amount of U was left in the air glove box as
ICP standards, the total being about 20-30 mg. Leon added that they want
to leave about 100 ml of a 10 ppm Np solution in the air glove box, also
for ICP standardiration purposes.

Sue announced that the Pu sample for this work has been received.
Responding to Gary, she said the experiments should be possible with ~10 mg
amounts of Pu per experiment, and the total amount in the Ar box needed to
be about 250 mg. Leon remarked that it was interesting to compare the
color of the kcl-LiC1 Np eutectic (apple green) with previously reported
colors (apple green, purple, and white). The chemical data indicates our
sample is clearly neptunium chloride; as U chloride is purple, Leon
speculated that those in the literature reporting this purple color for Np
chloride nay have been fooled by U contamination.

A discussion ensued in which the IUS was assured Leon would be present
whenever.Pu was used. Leon has been doing the experiments himself or has
been directly supervising others (Matt McNally and Jeff Roy) in the
handling of materials during the experiments. It was agreed by all that
the work is going well, but that vigilance must be maintained. Sue
remarked that HPs have trained Leon, Jeff, and Matt well in techniques to
avoid contamination; Leon Krueger in particular is very precise. She said
Paul Sharp and Turk Storvick are less practiced than Leon in working in the

j glove boxes. It has not been required that each person work with each , ,
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isotope, but practice of working in the glove box is required for
experimenters to become experienced users. Steve asked if there are
training foras, as in RIA: Sue responded that these will be required at
least by the 100 m01 level. Steve stated that before someone does a
procedure without direct supervision by Leon, their training should be
documented.

The authorization for Leon Krueger for Pu-239/240 was unanimously
approved.

2b. A discussion ensued about the proposed authorization of Turk Storvick
for Pu-239/240 for TRUMP-S work. The crux of the matter involved what
" hands-on" training a person who has read and understood the procedures
must have to personally perform or supervise another. Whether a checklist
was needed, as in RIA was discussed, and it was suggested that what must be
learned to perform the experiments needed to be better documented. Sue
pointed out that training was required for a person to receive access to
the Alpha Lab. She added that bSfore a procedure was done in the glove box
by comeone other than Leon and without Leon's direct supervision, an
experimenter should have done the procedure in a practice situation or with
Leon's direct supervision and be approved to do the work by Leon. Walt

suggested that Leon provide the glove box training criteria which have to
be met for him to approve anyone to work in the Ar glove box without his
direct supervision. Leon was directed to identify critical manipulations
in the Ar glove box, specifically for the purposes of maintaining radiation
safety; these manipulations will need to be mastered by persons wishing to
obtain authoritation to work with Pu or Am.

The decision was made to table approval of Turk's authorization
request until Turk has completed the glove box training criteria.

Kurt Zinn was excused from the meeting at this time.

3a.,b. Radsafe 34 forms for Matt McNally and Jeff Roy were not completed in
time for consideration by the IUS at this meeting. Their work with the
TRUMP-S naterials will continue to be directly supervised by Leon Krueger.

4a. Revisions to date of the TRUMP-S procedures were reviewed by the IUS.

La. Steve Morris' affidavit and the judge's reply concerning TRUMP-S were
provided to update the IUS on this matter.

1

-
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... Exhibit 9 Attachme_nt 4
,

DRAFT

OUTLINE OF TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR
MANDLING TRUMP-8 ACTINIDES

1. Undcrotand that the glove boxes are the primary means of
containment of TRUMP-S actinide materials:

f
a. Demonstrate knowledge of the radiological and chemical
properties of the materials to be handled. (Actinides, '

|
cadmium, silver, lithium, etc.)

'

b. Know that health physics personnel must be present for any
transfer of any materials in or out of the glove boxes.

c. Understand containment / confinement hierarchy
(1) Glove Boxes
(2) Alpha Imboratory
(3) MURR Facility
(4) Required pressure differentials between 1, 2, and 3
above.

2. Explain the operation and purpose of the radiation monitoring
systems

a. Scintillation frisker - personnel

b. Alpha 3 monitor - laboratory air
i

: c. Alpha 6 monitor - laboratory ventilLtion effluent
!

3. Demonstrate understanding of safety and emergency procedures

I a. Laboratory check in and check out procedures,

b. Glove replacement procedures.

c. Fire emergency procedures. (ie, location, type, and gI proper use of fire extinguishers)

d. Argon supply replenishment procedures.

e. Alarms and response,
i

4. Complete a ' hands-on' orientation of the laboratory by the ;

authorized user or his designated representatives

a. Demonstrate acceptable manual dexterity working in the
glove box.

b. Show familarity with the operation and function of the
equipment in the laboratory. ,

.

v
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